
 

 

ABOUT YOU 
Tell us about yourself - the nominating party 
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ABOUT THE NOMINEE 
Tell us about the nominee 

Email  

Name  
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THE LUMINARY AWARD FOR PURSUING ENERGY 
EQUITY (ORGANIZATION OR PROGRAM) 
How is the nominee qualified for this award? 

Award Qualifications 

Energy equity is measured by the presence of an inclusive decision-making process, the equitable 
distribution of both the costs and advantages of energy use to the entire community, accounting for 
historic prejudice and inequality and a view of how future generations will be impacted by choices made 
today. This award celebrates the accomplishments of an outstanding organization or program that has 
made significant strides in pursuing energy equity by sharing in the benefits and burdens of the energy 
transition regardless of income, race, ethnicity, gender or geographic location. Benefits of an equitable 
energy transition include greater access to efficient energy technologies, a more diverse workforce, 
healthier buildings and people, more resilient buildings and a more vibrant economy for all.  

1. The nominee must operate within SEEA’s 11-state region (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia). Please
provide an address or service area that meets this qualification.

2. How does the nominee actively work towards optimizing the use and impact of energy to
enhance the quality of life in the Southeast? (100 - 250 words)

3. How does the nominated organization or program meet the qualifications of the Luminary
Award for Pursuing Energy Equity? Please provide specific examples. (250 - 500 words)

4. How has the nominated organization or program has increased or improved access to the
benefits of energy use in their community? (250 - 500 words)

5. What specific steps has the nominated organization or program taken to demonstrate energy
equity as defined in the award description? (250 - 500 words)



6. How does the nominated organization or program inspire you? (100 - 250 words) 
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